Twitter:
Emergency responders work tirelessly to save lives at traffic incidents. Learn how you can protect
them: http://ow.ly/nXOY305WskZ #MoveOver
November 14-18 is National Traffic Incident Response Week. First responders have our back, let's
have theirs. http://ow.ly/oXCH305WBiQ
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When you see lights, vests, or reflectors on the roadside, #MoveOverSlowDown. You could save a
life. http://ow.ly/CAsx305WsIB
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Are you an emergency responder? Check out the Emergency Responder Safety Institute (ERSI).
http://ow.ly/idco305WwSO #SafeIncident
DYK if you are in a crash and your car is drivable and there are no injuries, you should move your
car to a nearby safe place. #SafeIncident
What should you do if you are in a traffic incident? #MoveOver http://ow.ly/uBpa305Wzk1
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Emergency responders have our backs every day when they respond to incidents. How can you
have theirs? http://ow.ly/7TC6305WC5H #MoveOver
If you see emergency personnel on the roadside, please give them room to work.
http://ow.ly/WvEu305WCWh #MoveOverSlowDown
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Tow truck drivers and roadside workers deserve to be safe, too. If you see flashing lights,
#MoveOver. http://ow.ly/KXjr305WDGz via @NJTrafficSafety
When approaching an emergency, law enforcement, towing, or utility vehicle, #MoveOverSlowDown.
http://ow.ly/BCyN305WEkh via @WisconsinDOT

What does the Safety Service Patrol do? Learn from this @USDOTFHWA fact sheet:
http://ow.ly/TZBB305Y3Lm #SafeIncident
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Facebook/LinkedIn:
Every day emergency responders work tirelessly to save lives at traffic incidents. Visit the TIM
Network to learn how you can protect them: http://ow.ly/nXOY305WskZ #MoveOver
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Next week is National Traffic Incident Response Week, November 14-18. Follow us to learn how
incident responders have our backs, and how you can have theirs.
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If you see flashing lights, vests, or workers on the roadside, please give them room to do their jobs.
It’s no picnic out there. http://ow.ly/WvEu305WCWh #MoveOverSlowDown
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Do you know what you should you do if you are in a traffic incident? #MoveOverSlowDown and
watch this video for more tips. http://ow.ly/uBpa305Wzk1
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Did you know that if you are in a crash and your car is drivable and there are no injuries, you should
move your car to a nearby safe place? Learn more about #SafeIncident practices at
http://timnetwork.org/traffic-incident-response-awareness-week/.
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State DOT Safety Service Patrols clear incidents, help motorists, and save lives. Learn more about
this specially trained workforce: http://ow.ly/TZBB305Y3Lm #SafeIncident
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FOR NOVEMBER 14:
Today kicks off National Traffic Incident Response Week! Remember to thank your emergency
responders, law enforcement officers, tow truck drivers, and roadside workers. Help them do their
jobs safely. #MoveOverSlowDown http://timnetwork.org/traffic-incident-response-awareness-week/
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Tow truck drivers and other roadside workers deserve to be safe, too, not just first responders. If you
see flashing lights, #MoveOver. Let’s have their backs, like they have ours.
http://ow.ly/KXjr305WDGz
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Did you know that nearly 13% of the firefighters and police officers who die in the line of duty are
killed in vehicle-related incidents? Traffic incidents are also the number one cause of death of
EMS/EMT responders. These people risk their lives to save ours. Let’s have their backs.
#MoveOverSlowDown
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When approaching an emergency, law enforcement, towing, or utility vehicle, #MoveOverSlowDown.
This video from the Wisconsin DOT shares why many states have Move Over Laws.
http://ow.ly/BCyN305WEkh
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